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v.
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Honorable Rosemary M. Collyer

DECLARATION OF MYRON BRADFORD "MIKE" KREIDLER,
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER FOR THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
· IN SUPPORT OF THE STATES' MOTION TO INTERVENE

I, Myron Bradford "Mike" Kreidler, am over the age of eighteen years old. I make the following
declaration based on first hand personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the facts set
forth herein.
1.

I am the elected Insurance Commissioner for the State of Washington. I was first

elected to this position in 2000. I was reelected to my fifth four year term in 2016.
2.

As Insurance Commissioner, I am charged with the regulation of the insurance

market in Washington State through the enforceinent of the Insurance Code, Title 48, Revised
Code of Washington, and enforcement of applicable federal statutes that affect insurance. Wash.
Rev. Code 48.02.060. I also sit as an ex officio member of the Washington Health Benefit
Exchange (the Exchange) Board.
3.

Since 1947, following the passage of the McCarran-Ferguson Act, 15 U.S.C. §§

1011-1015, primary authority to regulate the business of insurance has belonged to the states. 15
U.S.C. § 1012.

Only federal statutes that expressly regulate the business of insurance are

considered to preempt Washington State laws, regulations, and authority concerning insurance.
4.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act ("Affordable Care Act") is one

example of federal law that expressly addresses insurance. More specifically, it addresses how
health plans must be regulated.

However, it does not strip the states of their authority or

responsibility to regulate health insurance carriers, health plans, or their markets. Instead, the Act,
and rules implementing the Act, heavily rely on states, particularly state insurance regulators, to
enforce its various provisions. 42 U.S.C.A. § 300gg-22; 45 C.F.R. § 150.201.
5.

Because of my role in regulating insurance carriers and the plans they offer, my

office has been at the center of implementation of the Affordable Care Act for the State of
Washington since its passage in 2010. As a result, I and my office are in a unique position to

understand the harmful impact caused by the threat that the United States Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) intends to unilaterally change its position regarding its obligation and
ability to continue payments to carriers for reimbursement of cost sharing reductions (CSR)
required by section 1402 of the Affordable Care Act, 42.U.S.C. §18071.
6.

I and my office understand that the new administration at HHS needed time to

grapple with these important issues, and come to their own conclusion. However, my office can
no longer wait for HHS to decide and armounce its official position. As described below, carriers
need guidance on how to file plans for 2018 now. Given HHS's failure to armounce an official
position, or provide any meaningful guidance for carriers or regulators on this issue, I am forced
to assume that HHS will no longer adequately represent the interests of Washington State, or other
insurance regulators in this lawsuit.
7.

At its core, the business of insurance is all about accurately predicting risk. In order

to set plan rates, and compete in the market, a carrier must be able to accurately estimate 1) its
costs to provide promised services to all of its enrollees, and 2) the number and nature of the
enrollees a carrier believes it will have for the plan year. Both pieces involve complex analysis
based on numerous factors including things like provider agreements, geographic locations,
enrollee demographics, regulatory limits, past experience, and how other carriers are participating
in the market. Further, those calculations are performed for each service where a carrier is
considering doing business. Adding w1certainty to these calculations increases the risk that
carriers are taking on, and in turn, the premiums they will charge.
8.

One of the most significant areas of uncertainty Washington carriers are facing now

is whether the cost sharing reductions (CSR) carriers are required to provide will be reimbursed
for the remainder of the 2017 plan year, and for the 2018 and future plan years. To date, there has

been no official communication from HHS to the carriers or insurance regulators as to how much
longer CSR payments will be made. Carriers are required to offer the CSRs to their enrollees,
whether they are reimbursed or not. Unlike other states that may allow carriers to stop selling
plans in through the Exchange if CSR payments stop, Washington carriers cannot unilaterally
leave the Exchange, or otherwise stop offering approved health plans mid year. Washington
carriers carmot change their rates mid year. Any unreimbursed payments for 2017 will be an
unanticipated loss for carriers in 2017:
9.

Any failure to make payments in the 2017 plan year will cause a direct harm to the

financial condition of carriers in Washington State.

Because my office is also tasked with

monitoring and correcting threats to carrier solvency, threats to the financial condition of
Washington authorized carriers increase the workload imposed on my office. Because of the
uncertainty surrounding CSR reimbursements, my office has already been forced to review which
carriers may have significant solvency issues if payments are not received. That review has already
taken approximately 2 days of financial examiner time. Carrier financial statements, which are
filed with and monitored by my office, presently assume those payments will be made through the
end of the plan year. If CSR reimbursement payments are not made through the end of2017, my
office will be obligated to closely review the financial impact any unreimbursed payments have
on carriers operating in Washington State, to ensure it does not negatively impact the measures
my office uses to determine the financial health of our carriers. If CSR payments are halted mid
year, my office will need to conduct a careful review of all health carriers participating in the
Exchange, who will be affected by this financial blow. That review is likely to talce my financial
examiners an additional 2 days ofreview.
10.

The failure of HHS to provide clarity or guidance to carriers regarding CSR

payments is increasing administrative burden on my office. In the absence of HHS guidance,
Washington carriers are turning to my office for guidance and instruction that should be offered
by the federal government.
11.

The failure of HHS to offer clarity and assistance to my office as a regulator is

compounding this administrative burden.

In the past, when carriers had questions about

implementation of federal requirements, my office was often able to seek guidance and input from
HHS staff about implementation. No such assistance is being offered by HHS concerning the
critical issue of CSR payments. Between fielding questions from carriers, attempting to get some
guidance from HHS, and reviewing possible options for addressing this uncertainty, my staff has
spent at least 100 hours dealing with the uncertainty surrounding CSR payments.
12.

The failure of HHS to provide clarity for the 2018 plan year will impose an

additional burden to my office as we begin to conduct rate reviews. My office must review and
approve any health plan (as that term is defined in Wash. Rev. Code 48.43.005(27)) that is
submitted by a health carrier (as that term is defined in Wash. Rev. Code 48.43.005(26)) before
that plan may be sold in Washington State. Wash. Rev. Code 48.18.110, 48.44.020, and RCW
48.46.060. The health plan filing deadline for plans that will be sold in 2018 is June 7, 2017.
13.

The review performed by my office ensures that the forms being used by carriers

(the contract between the carrier and its enrollee), and the rates they are charging consumers (also
called premiums), are fully compliant with state and federal requirements. Wash. Rev. Code
48.18.110, 48.44.020, and RCW 48.46.060; Wash. Admin. Code 284-43-0140.
14.

In order for my office to review rates proposed in a health plan, the carrier must file

detailed data and actuarial analysis that justifies the basis for their rates with my office. Because
of the complexity of this analysis, carriers need a substantial amount of time to perforn1 it. Once

it is filed with my office, my staff need a significant amount of time to review it. Carriers are
already working on the analysis that is required for the 2018 plan year.
15.

After approval by my office, a plan that will be sold through the exchange must be

independently certified by the Exchange as a Qualified Health Plan. The Exchange needs time to
review and certify these health plans, and time to upload those plans into their system so that they
are available to consumers when open enrollment begins on November 1, 2017 for the 2018 plan
year. For the 2018 plan year, the Exchange has informed carriers that it intends to certify the plans
my office has approved at its September 14, 2017 board meeting.
16.

We have already adjusted the filing process as a result of the failure of HHS to

provide clarity and guidance. My office originally informed carriers that their plan filings, which
must include a detailed actuarial analysis justifying their rates, would be due May 5, 2017.
However, due to the uncertainty of what actions the federal government might take affecting the
Affordable Care Act, including uncertainty regarding the future of CSR payments, carriers
indicated they needed more time to prepare their health plan filings. My office agreed to extend
health plan filing deadline to June 7, 2017. This gives carriers more time to conduct the review
and analysis they must provide with their filings. However, by pushing the filing deadline back to
June 7, my office is already being negatively impacted, because this will compress the time
available to review health plan filings.
17.

In addition, because the threatened, but not official, change in CSR payments

creates enormous uncertainty for insurance markets, it creates significant challenges to my office's
ability to review the underlying assumptions developed by carriers in setting their rates. It will
take more time for my actuarial staff to review assumptions related to the payment or nonpayment
of CSR reimbursements. It will be more difficult for my staff to determine if these assumptions

are in fact reasonable and sound. Assumptions that appear to be extreme will be more difficult for
my staff to challenge, because the uncertainty of CSR reimbursements is so significant.
18.

Some carriers have indicated that they are considering filing two versions of each

health plan they intend to offer for the 2018 plan year: one that assumes the CSR reimbursement,
and one that assumes no CSR reimbursement. This kind of dual filing will double the work my
office has to do in reviewing and approving the assumptions related to CSR payments, and any
exhibits or supporting materials impacted by these assumptions. In my judgment, that review will
increase the workload for my actuarial staff by at least an additional 30%.
19.

The burden imposed by our compressed review schedule and additional rate review

work will ripple through my office. Because the actuarial review done by my office is highly
specialized, I cannot easily hire additional staff or outside consultants to perform this work. In
order to accommodate the additional work in less time, trained staff must be pulled from other
projects. Pulling staff from review of other types of insurance products means review of those
products will be delayed, thus delaying when carriers can begin selling them. Even for health
plans, staff will not have as much time to work with carriers to correct filings with significant
errors or problems. This could mean that more plans do not make it through the review process in
time to be certified by the Exchange. That could mean fewer options in the individual market.
20.

In addition to the administrative burdens this uncertainty is imposing on my office,

the possibility that HHS will determine that CSR reimbursements will not be funded presents a
real

threat to the existence of a stable, fair, robust, and competitive insurance market in

Washington State, and all the benefits that come with it.
21.

For the last 17 years, I have worked with carriers, constituents, and lawmakers to

rebuild the individual insurance market in Washington State. We have fully implemented the

requirements of the Affordable Care Act with great success. Our uninsured rate has dropped from
13.9% in 2012 to 5.8% in 2017. The average rate increases that have been approved each year
have dropped from 13.l %, prior to passage of the Affordable Care Act, to 3.9 % in 2016. And the
percentage of uncompensated care our state hospitals and health care providers have had to
shoulder has dropped from $2.35 billion in 2013 to $1.20 billion in 2014, when the Exchange
became operational and premium subsidies and CSRs became effective.
22.

The uncertainty surrounding CSR payments threatens to unravel these benefits.

First, we anticipate that failure to fund CSRs will result in a dramatic premium increase for
Washington consumers. If carriers only raise premiums sufficiently to offset the loss of CSR
reimbursements, we calculate that would necessitate an increase of 6-20%, depending on the
carrier, and the area where that carrier is offering plans.
23.

As a result, all Washington consumers (even those who do not qualify for CSRs

individually) will be harmed by the increasing premiums that provide no additional benefit to them.
Some may choose to purchase off the Exchange from a carrier whose plans are not directly affected
by the CSR uncertainty. However, those individuals whose incomes fall between 250- 400% of
the federal poverty level, who are eligible for premium subsidies, can only receive subsidies
through plans sold through the Exchange.
24.

Because the premium subsidies are established based on the second lowest cost

silver plan available, individuals receiving premium subsidies who purchase anything other than
the second lowest silver plan, are likely to be paying more out of pocket in premiums.
25.

Although a premium increase will impact all consumers in the individual market,

for individuals who are not eligible for tax credits or CSRs, the impact is even more profound.
Because carriers have to use the same risk pool as the basis for all of their health plans, both inside

and outside of the Exchange, it is not only silver level plans, and not only Exchange plans whose
rates are likely to increase. As a result, consumers who will not receive CSRs, or increased
premium subsidies, will receive no benefit from a premium increase designed to capture CSR
payments.
26.

Our own state's history and experience demonstrates that, as premiums increase,

fewer people purchase insurance. This is even more likely in light of the federal government's
decision to relax (or eliminate) enforcement of the individual mandate in the Affordable Care Act.
27.

Further, the Affordable Care Act exempts individuals from the obligation to

purchase coverage if the least expensive plan available in their area is more than 8.13% of their
income. As premiums rise, more people qualify for this exemption, which leads to a further
reduction of enrollment in the risk pool.
28.

Our state has seen that when premiums increase, the people who continue to

purchase coverage are generally those with significant health risks and health costs, who can't
afford to go without it. With a smaller and sicker risk pool, premiums will likely continue to rise,
creating smaller and sicker risk pools, and even higher premiums.
29.

Our market has already demonstrated that carriers will not simply continue to raise

premiums indefinitely. Each carrier has a point at which the administrative costs of running a
health plan, and the risk associated with a small and costly pool of enrollees is no longer a
financially viable option for the carrier. If premiums have to be raised too much, carriers are likely
to simply stop selling health plans in the Exchange where CSRs are required.
30.

Even for carriers that continue to sell in the Exchange, they are likely to look at

other options for reducing their costs, such as eliminating service areas. My office is particularly
concerned that rural counties, where the cost of providing services is higher, are particularly

vulnerable if CSR reimbursements are not made. Some of our rural counties have some of the
highest percentages of individuals enrolled in qualified health plans receiving CSRs.
31.

My concern that non-payment of CSRs will erode the individual market is not

merely a speculative parade of horribles. This has been the actual experience of the State of
Washington. When I took office in 2000, our individual insurance market had been devastated.
In the early 1990s, Washington state enacted health insurance reforms that provided meaningful
but expensive benefits to enrollees, with market controls that provided stability needed by carriers
(an individual mandate). In 1995, the stabilizing provisions were eliminated by lawmalcers, but the
rich benefits were not. Rates went up, pricing healthy people out of the market. The risk pool got
smaller and sicker, and rates went up again. Over the course of a few years, this "death spiral"
resulted in the complete collapse of our individual market. For two years, Washington consumers
could not buy an individual or family health insurance policy in Washington State. Requiring
carriers to continue to offer CSRs, without the reimbursements that stabilize this benefit, has the
potential to similarly devastate the individual market in Washington State.
32.

There is also a very real possibility that some carriers may choose to simply stop

selling plans for the 2018 plan year in the Exchange all together. My office recently received a
letter from Molina Health Plan of Washington indicating that their company, which has 50,000
enrollees through the Exchange, is seriously considering not participating in the Exchange market
at all for the 2018 plan year, due to the imcertainty of whether they will receive CSR
reimbursements. Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of the letter I received from Peter Adler,
President, Molina Healthcare of Washington, on May 05, 2017.
33.

The uncertainty facing carriers like Molina will not be eliminated simply by a

statement that CS Rs will be paid for this year and 2018. Assuming the Affordable Care Act

remains the law of the land, carriers will continue to have to file their plans in May or June in
Washington State. Congress does not typically pass its operating budgets until September. Until
this issue is clarified, this uncertainty will resurface every summer. Only a permanent answer to
the payment of CSRs will eliminate the uncertainty and administrative burden faced by my office
and insurance regulators across the country.
34.

More importantly, only a decision aligned with the position taken by HHS in its

opening brief will alleviate the potential harm to Washington State's insurance market. 42.U.S.C.
§18071 plainly requires HHS to reimburse carriers for the CSRs they provide to enrollees. Only
a decision finding that Congress has in fact made a permanent appropriation for CSR
reimbursements, will prevent the spiraling premium increases that devastated our individual
market in the 1990s. Without clear alignment on this issue, I do not believe that HHS can
adequately represent Washington State's position.
35.

Had HHS announced via a proposed rule or an official statement that it intends to

impose a completely opposite interpretation of the funding provisions affecting CSR
reimbursements, a broad interpretive and policy change affecting virtually every Washington
carrier participating in the Exchange, regulators and carriers could have provided input and taken
steps to address the impact this change in course would have. However, HHS has not taken steps
to clearly comm1micate its change in position to regulators and carriers through official channels.
Therefore, there has not been an opportunity to address this broad change in policy through an
administrative action.
36.

In fact, even in the course of this litigation, HHS has not officially clarified its

position to date. However, should HHS change its position in this appeal, the underlying decision
by the district court would likely be used by HHS as justification for refusing CSR reimbursements

in the near future. Because the harm that change in position would cause to our individual market
would be substantial, I and the State of Washington cannot risk allowing that decision to be
implemented without a meaningful and truly adversarial challenge.

I declare, under the penalty of pe1jury, the foregoing is true and correct.
DATED this

2 ~day of May 2017, at Olympia, Washington.
Myron Bradford "Mike"
Washington State Insurance Commissioner

